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NOVEMBER MEETING HIGHLIGHTS 

Our next meeting  
1:00 PM, January 28, 2018 
Ottawa Citizen Building,  

1101 Baxter Road 
 

*********** 

Annual Trash &Treasure Auction 
AND 

Presentation:  How to Make Your 
Own Mechanical Watch   

Paul Devey 
*********** 

Show and Tell 
Brought to you by the letters...  

P, Q, and R 

Just over 50 members and guests enjoyed a thoroughly en-

tertaining meeting on a brisk November day.   
 

To start the meeting, Dan Hudon gave an update and de-

scription of his planned clock repair course for the fall of 

2018.  Next Ray Springer provided an update on the project 

to repatriate the watch designed by Sir Sandford Fleming—

currently in the Smithsonian Institute.  While this was started 

as a Canada 150 project, it is clearly going to take longer than 

hoped for to reach its goal! 
 

Waltham’s Canadian Railway Movements 

Brian MacDonald began the first of three excellent presenta-

tions with “Waltham’s Canadian Railway Movements”.  Brian 

described the iconic Canadian Pacific Railway and Canadian 

Railway Time Service watches.  He noted that these watch 

movements were made between 1888 and 1918 and are 

found in both 16 and 18 size.  The earlier watches were of 

various grades, pulled from inventory and given new barrel 

plates engraved with those iconic names.  The damascening 

and the serial numbers of these new plates didn’t always 

match that of the base movement.  Later complete runs were 

made of the CPR and CRTS watches which were listed in Ca-

nadian catalogues and considered factory grades.  The 

watches were available from Eaton’s, Ellis Brothers, watch 

inspectors and many watch repairers.  Brian mentioned that  

the actual number of CPR and CRTS watches made is not 

known.  He provided numbers that he derived from his re-

search, but noted that the serial number lists are not totally 

accurate and urged members to report watches to the 

NAWCC if the serial numbers are not on the lists.  Finally, 

Brian presented his collection of watches with excellent pic-

tures and descriptions.  There were a lot of questions at the 

end of Brian’s presentation.  One key point mentioned was 

that the scarce Dominion Railway Watch was considered a 

private label watch and was not factory grade. 
 

The second presentation was given by Paul Devey—an up-

date on the Ferguson Orrery.                                 Cont’d. P 2 
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Brian MacDonald speaking about 
Waltham’s CPR and CRTS watches 

The iconic CPR and CRTS watch names engraved on the barrel plates 
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NOVEMBER MEETING HIGHLIGHTS (CONT’D) 

 

Ferguson’s Orrery – an Update 

At the January 2017 meeting, Paul Devey gave a presentation on the 

history of the Ferguson Orrery and demonstrated an orrery mechanism 

made by he and Paul Williams.  Paul D. gave an update on the pro-

gress since that time.  He and Paul W. have completed a functioning 

Orrery which they demonstrated.  It was made with Baltic Birch using 

the laser cutter at the public library.  Paul D. noted that the construction 

of the orrery was not without its problems.  They had to make each of 

the individual parts between two and four times to correct issues.  This 

was complicated by the lack of access to the laser cutter which was 

controlled by the library.  The end result however was a beautiful 

model.  Paul noted that the use of wood for the pieces resulted in a lot 

of friction, making the model hard to turn.  There are faults with the or-

rery.  The earth does not revolve around the sun and the orbit of the 

moon is not elliptical.  The angles are not exact but close.  The model 

can be used to predict a lunar eclipse.  Paul noted that they could have 

cut the teeth in the wheels with a saw, but still decided to use the laser 

cutter.  He pointed out that the etching of the various marks on the 

base plate could not have been done by hand.  When questioned about 

the choice of Baltic Birch for the model rather than an oily wood such 

as Lignum Vitae. Paul said the team was concerned that the oily wood 

would attract dust and cause greater issues.  The model built by the two Paul’s was 

beautiful and, despite Paul Devey’s concerns functioned beautifully.  An excellent job! 
 

An Early Twiss Clock (?) 

Jan Ruhland displayed and spoke about a very early wood works clock that he believes 

was made by the  Twiss family in Montreal.  The clock was purchased by the late Bryan 

Hollebone and was not in great shape, having many broken and missing parts.  Bryan 

asked Jan for his help and the two set about the task.  The clock was covered in a dirty 

brown shellac which had to be removed, the case bottom had clearly been in a fire and 

the hood was missing the top, among the many repairs required.  Bryan made the new 

hood top, cutting the horns perfectly.  Unfortunately, as the case work was about to be 

completed, Bryan passed away and the project sat for a while until Jean Hollebone 

asked Jan if he would finish the restoration, which he did.              

          Cont’d P. 3 
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The Two Paul’s Orrery model.  Note the 
detail in the plate that they were able to 

achieve using the laser cutter.  

Jan with Bryan  
Hollebone’s early  

Twiss  Clock 
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While Bryan thought the clock was an early Twiss, there was no name on the dial to 
confirm this attribution.  The movement appeared to be from Silas Hoadley and from a 
period earlier than 1815.  Hoadley bought out Eli Terry and the pillars on the movement 
were the Terry style.  The key to Jan’s conclusion that Bryan’s attribution was correct, 
were the hinges on the clock case.  The spring style hinge was something only ever 
produced by cabinet makers in Montreal.  Overall, the clock case was much more de-
tailed than later Twiss clocks.  Jan did a marvelous restoration, including the appropri-
ate faux finish.  The Hollebones now have a fine working example of a very early Twiss 
clock.   
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NOVEMBER MEETING HIGHLIGHTS (CONT’D) 

The beautifully finished clock hood 
and dial 

The clock movement from the time (left )  
& strike sides (right) 

The beautifully restored 
clock 

RANDOM NOVEMBER MEETING PHOTOS 

 

Show and Tell 
J. P. Tourigny presented an unusual and unauthorised “Mickey Mouse” Disney wrist 
watch.  This mechanical timepiece has a Swiss made movement.  The dial has a green 
background, but some were made in pink and blue.  As it was an unauthorised charac-
ter watch, the image of Mickey is not correct.  For example, it has Mickey sticking his 
tongue out! 
 

J. P. also presented a Lawrence Welk record album (As Time Goes By) with the image 
of a Seiko watch on the cover! 
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RANDOM NOVEMBER MEETING PHOTOS (CONT’D) 

These two clocks were on display at the meeting.  They are  
recent acquisitions by the Canadian Clock Museum.   

Curator Allan Symons described the two clocks, which were from 
the Canada Clock Company—The Tilley (on the left) and the City 

of Halifax (on the right) 

For Show and Tell,  J. P. Tourigny  
presented a Lawrence Welk phonograph 

album with the image of  a Seiko wrist 
watch on the cover.  The album title?  

“As Time Goes By”!! 

From the Mart…. 
A Solar Wrist Watch 

with 24 hour markings 
& a Henry Birks 
Pocket Watch  
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ANNUAL WINE AND CHEESE SOCIAL 

The 2017 Annual Wine and Cheese party was held in November at “stately (?) Fox Manor” in Ottawa’s west 
end.  Over 35 members and guests attended this annual event to feast on assorted cheeses, fruit, snack 
foods and, of course, a variety of red and white wine (not to mention a delicious non-alcoholic punch following 
a recipe penned by Judy MacDonald!) 
 

There were a select few clocks to inspect and a large display of pocket watches that had some connection to 
Ottawa—including presentation pieces and private label watches.  There was also a cabinet of early watch-
makers tools and a display of artefacts from the Canadian Horological Institute.  Of interest was the “Watch / 
Clock Repair Room” where much damage is inflicted on poor unsuspecting timepieces by the host!  More 
folks, aghast at that scene of carnage, slipped into the neighbouring “Scrapbook Central” source of numerous 
scrapbooks AND greeting cards! 
 

Thank you to all who joined us and made this a memorable event! 

VOLUME 38 NO. 1 JANUARY 28, 2018 
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HOROLOGICAL HINTS AND HOW-TO’S 

                                 Exploring a Kosmic Clock Part 2  
     

(Chapter 111’s Dan Hudon, aided by Andrea Gilpin, was tasked with repairing one of the six known examples of the rare  
Howard Kosmic Clock.  Dan described the overall appearance and operation of this rare and important variation of the  

Howard Model 70 clock in Part 1 of this article which appeared in the November 2017 issue of the Bytown Times.   
In this issue, Dan details the function of Henry Waite’s patented mechanism for a twenty four hour dial clock.  Ed.) 

 

The dial of the Kosmic clock notes the patent date June 9th, 1885, which is the date of the 
first patent on this mechanism registered by Henry Waite.  The patent mechanism inside the case, and in 
front of the Howard movement, is recognizable by the activation method of turning the numeral blocks.  The 
other indicator of the patent is a series of individual flat tension springs that keep the spindle blocks in posi-
tion.  They are riveted to the false plate.  Figure 1 shows a close up of the central part of the assembly.           

 

The actuator is the link 
between the patent as-
sembly and the Howard 
movement.  It is actually 
a brass collar with a pro-
truding steel pin mounted 
on the hour hand sleeve 
and secured by a set 
screw (Figures 2a & 2b).  
The actuator pin interacts 
with the spindle pins that 
encircle the center arbor 
causing the correspond-
ing numeral block to 
make a quarter turn 
when the spindle re-
volves.   
 

In Figure 1, the actuator 
pin is positioned about 
twenty minutes to the 
hour placing it in contact 
with one of the spindle 
pins, and is in the proc-
ess of pushing the pin 
until its spindle reaches 

the tilting point and quickly flips, thus remov-
ing the spindle pin from the path of the actua-
tor.  Aside from a quick flip, the rotational 
process is slow.  It takes about 25 minutes 
from the time the actuator first contacts a spin-
dle pin to the spindle flip point.  The flip is 
short and quick as most of the rotation has 
already occurred at this point which is mostly 
un-noticed unless one is staring at the nu-
meral block.  Prior to the flip, one sees por-
tions of both Roman & Arabic numeral faces 
on the block as one face rotates in and the 
other rotates out of …..                  Cont’d P. 7 

Actuator Pin Spindle Pin 

Fig. 1: The central part of the mechanism, showing the Actuator, the Actuator Pin & a Spindle pin 

Actuator  

Figs. 2a & 2b: Two views of the actuator.  The actuator collar is a slip fit 
over the hour hand sleeve. In the image on the left, it is shown clamped to 
a brass rod. A set screw secures the collar to the hour hand sleeve. The 

image to the right shows a top view of the actuator bore.  The actuator pin 
reaches out toward the spindle pins. 
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HOROLOGICAL HINTS AND HOW-TO’S (CONT’D) 

the dial cut-out window (Figure 4).  This is where one notices a third aspect of the invention.  Numeral blocks 
turn sequentially, one per hour and it takes 12 hours to complete one series of numerals.     
 

Figure 3 shows the entire assembly and 
provides views of the numeral block 
faces.  The circular metal frame holding 
the spindles and numeral blocks weighs 
about 2 lbs and is fastened to a mounting 
plate that is screwed to the back of the 
case (not shown).  The clock movement 
is fastened to the same rear mounting 
plate.  The dial however is fastened to 
this circular frame and not the clock case.         
 

In Figure 3, blocks are displayed to show 
a complete set of numerals but also visi-
ble are Arabic numerals on the right & left 
faces.  This set up is to show differences 
in how the numerals are presented.  The 
Roman numeral display is typical but note 
that the Arabic numerals are not upside 
down like the Roman numerals in the 
lower half of the dial. 
 

Unlike the display in Figure 3, the dial will 
always show a combination of Roman 
and Arabic numerals on the front facing 
blocks.  As the blocks rotate throughout 
the day, one series of numerals increases 
its face presence on the dial while the 
other decreases.  Because of the way the mechanism is made, the blocks fan out at the upper and lower por-
tions of the dial.  Only at the 3 and 9 O’clock positions are the numerals displayed sideways (see Figures 3 
and 4).  In this clock, block rotation equals one quarter turn clockwise.   
      

The numeral blocks are hand painted.  Artist sketch lines can 
be seen on some of the blocks.  The numeral blocks are light-
weight, of the same dimensions with minor variances in 
weight.  The weight may be a contributing factor that explains 
why the blocks flip at different moments and this variance may 
be the reason why the patent suggests the blocks be setup to 
flip once the hour hand has passed the hour. (speculation on 
my part). 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

In Figure 4, Arabic & Roman faces are visible simultaneously 
on the block prior to final rotation.  One corner of the block is 
straight up and is held in place by the actuator.  In a flash, the 
Arabic numeral will give way to the Roman numeral as the 
Roman numerals are in ascending order on the dial. 
      

There is no noticeable change in the clock rate when the 
mechanism is engaged.  The rotation of each block is barely 
audible and noticed only when one…...                  Cont’d P. 8 
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Fig 3:  The complete Waite patent assembly 

Dial Mounting 
Pillar 

Fig. 4:  Arabic & Roman numerals both are  
displayed on the dial. Individual numbers change hourly  
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is standing next to the clock. 
 

THE 3 CLOCK HANDS 
 

Timekeeping information is displayed by spade-style hour and minute hands plus 
a short-pointed hand indicating Greenwich time.  In Figure 5, the hour hand points 
to 2:00 PM or 14:00 while the Greenwich hand points to 7:00 PM or 19:00.  
Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) refers to the clock time at the Royal Observatory in 
Greenwich, London.  Greenwich does not observe daylight savings time.   
 

In 1884 Greenwich became the prime meridian 00.00.  The manufacturing date of 
this clock places it in a time period following the introduction of GMT and universal 
time of which Sir Sanford Fleming, a founding member of the Royal Canadian In-
stitute for Science, was an avid supporter.  
 

Greenwich Mean Time is the yearly average of the time each day when the sun 
crosses the prime meridian at the Royal Observatory, Greenwich.  (1884-1972) 

 

Dan Hudon 
 

In researching the repair of the Kosmic Clock, Dan Hudon came across a letter sent to the NAWCC Answer Box in 1974 
(Issue 172).  The requestor, Irving Land, was repairing a Kosmic clock where the “number blocks” did not rotate as  

designed.  No answer was provided.    
Based on the information in the request, Dan realised that the clock in question was missing the actuator which he has 
fully described in this article.  One wonders if the Waite Patent mechanism of that clock was ever fully restored.  In light 
of the rarity of these clocks, Dan created a detail data sheet which is attached as an Appendix to this issue.  Hopefully 

the two articles and the data sheet will assist future restorations of these amazing clocks.) 
 

In our March Issue, Dan will describe how he and Andrea Gilpin dealt with some missing parts. 

HOROLOGICAL HINTS AND HOW-TO’S  (CONT’D) 

Fig. 5:  The dial shows spade 
hour and minute hands and a 

SEIKO’S  UNIQUE SPRING DRIVE WATCH 

What’s so novel about a spring drive watch?  Watches powered by mainsprings 
have been around for centuries.  Well, Seiko has managed to power a Quartz 
Watch with a mainspring!!!!!!  Now the technology is rather complex, so bear with 
me as I try to explain it. 
 

The mainspring is wound just like any traditional automatic wrist watch, by means of 
an oscillating rotor.  The mainspring  provides the power to drive the hands of the 
watch and uses the gear train to transmit power to something called the Tri-Synchro 
Regulator.  This regulator controls the speed with which the mainspring unwinds and 
hence movement of the hands.  Unlike a mechanical watch, Spring Drive watches do 
not have an escapement.  That function is replaced by the Regulator.   
 

The regulator consists of a number of parts.  One is a glide wheel which is con-
nected to the gear train.  Driven by the mainspring, the wheel turns eight times per 
second.  A magnet attached to the glide wheel generates electricity as it passes by a 
number of miniature coils.  The generated  electricity  causes  a  quartz crystal  to 
vibrate, transmitting a precise reference signal to an Integrated Circuit which com-
pares that reference to the speed of the glide wheel, braking it by means of a magnet if it runs too fast.  Using 
this unique invention, Seiko Spring Drive watches are accurate to 1 second per day!  The Spring drive may 
be found in a number of models included the one pictured—the least expensive at $3800 USD!   
 

Amazing, a mechanical wind quartz watch!              (WatchTime / Special / Grand Seiko—December 2017) 

Seiko Model SBGA283 
Power Reserve Model 
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Don’t forget that January’s meeting will feature our Annual Trash 
and Treasure Auction!  Bring all that stuff hidden in boxes under 
your work bench that you know you will never use or get around to 
fixing, and make a bit of money!                                                               
     

REMEMBER!!!  There is No Mart at the January Meeting—

just the auction!! 

ANNUAL TRASH AND TREASURE AUCTION 

I can’t believe how tempus fugits!  It 
was only a few phases of the moon 
ago that we were enjoying an amaz-
ing Wine and Cheese get-together at 
Gary and Sharon’s house.  The 
weather cooperated and it was a fan-
tastic event.  Thanks to the both of 
you! 
 

Prior to our upcoming January meeting I invite you all 
to consider how you can actively participate in the 
Club this year.  Our membership holds a wealth of 
knowledge in their heads and it would be greatly ap-
preciated by your fellow members if you could share 
that knowledge.  Sharing options include giving or 
prepare a presentation for a Club meeting or to par-
ticipate in a Cluster Workshop, an informal gathering 
in which members share their repair, collecting, his-
toric knowledge to other members.   The Executive 
have discussed promoting the Club with a demonstra-
tion booth at Fall Fairs, or other events.  A little effort 
by many can make a big difference to the Club, so 
please seriously consider what you can do to make 
2018 an exceptional year for the Club.  

     Don Purchase 

PRESIDENT’S CORNER 

Happy New Year everyone!   
 

It is that time again.  Time to dig through your work-
shop and closets to pull out those clocks, watches, 
tools, books and ephemera that you no longer use or 
want.  Bring them to the club’s Annual Trash and 
Treasure Auction to make some cold hard cash…. so 
you can fill all the holes left by the stuff you sold! 
 

Another excellent article by our own Dan Hudon, 
completing the story of the operation of the E. How-
ard Kosmic clock with the Henry Waite patent 
mechanism.  The clock, which is owned by the Royal 
Canadian Institute for Science, was repaired by Dan 
with the assistance of Andrea Gilpin. 
 

Once again, many thanks to all our contributors to 
this issue, including Dan, Don Purchase and Erin 
Fox. 
 

Yes, you noticed. There is no article by Allan Symons 
in this issue.  Allan sent his regrets as he was tied up 
and unable to meet the publishing deadline.  I hope 
to see Allan back in these pages in our March issue. 

Gary Fox 

EDITOR’S CORNER 
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“Thank You” Judy Graham for sending this 
cute cartoon from the Ottawa Citizen! 

NAWCC NATIONAL CONVENTION 

This year’s NAWCC National Convention prom-
ises to be both exciting and informative.  Running 
from July 19—22, the convention will be held at 
the Fairgrounds in York, Pennsylvania, just a 
short  drive  from   the  NAWCC headquarters 
and Museum in Columbia.   
 

There will be meetings, workshops, tours, two auctions and of 
course a mart with lots of tables (usually around 200).  
 

This should be an exceptional event as this is the 75th anniver-
sary of the NAWCC!  Check NAWCC.org for more details. 



KOSMIC CLOCK DATA SHEET  
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Technical information for reference purposes 
  

Dan Hudon has provided the following information to assist future restorations of these amazing clocks. 
  

Outside Dimensions: Overall length: 31”;       
  

Upper case:  Diameter: 15 ⅜”; Depth: 6”; Round top has a turned wooden bezel  
  

Lower case:  Width: 9”; Depth: 4 ⅛”  
  Reverse painted glass tablet: black, gold, grey; pendulum aperture outlined in gold paint  
  Inside frame dimensions:  8 ¾” x 6 

5
/16” 

  Inside case Side-wall boards: (2) 6¼” x 1½” x 
3
/8”; inside lower-case depth: 3 

1
/8”. 

  

The Dial 
Dial:  Diameter:12  

1
/2” 

 Ring Diameter:   11 ¼”  
 Painted zinc dial with cut-outs for 12 rectangular blocks  
 Dial cut-out dimensions for blocks:  1 

11
/16” x 1 

3
/8” 

 Dial inscriptions: Kosmic / E. Howard & Co. / Boston / Pat’d. June 9
th
 85.   

  

Hands: Minute hand:         5 
13

/16” long, square center hole 
 Hour hand:            4 

1
/16” long 

 Greenwich hand:   1 
7
/8” long 

 Hand Style:   Hour & Minute hand:  spade    
   GMT Short hand: pointed 
  

Rectangular blocks:  All have four hand-painted faces with matching Arabic and Roman numerals repeated on 
opposing faces; numerals are embossed 

  

 Dimensions:  1 
5
/8” x 1 ¼”                                           

Numerals: Arabic numerals on upper & lower halves of dial fan out.  Blocks at the 3 & 9 O’clock positions are 
sideways.   

 Roman numerals also fan out on upper & lower halves of dial but are upside down on lower half in 
keeping with the traditional presentation of Roman numerals (numerals IV to VIII).   

  

Rear case mounting plate: (for movement & mechanism):  6” x 5 
1
/2” x 

3
/32” thick 

  
Absent from this case (replaced as part of the repair) 

Separator plate: used to separate the weight from the pendulum bob.  It is a thin sheet of wood, painted 
black  and nailed to the case; measurements: 7 

3
/16” wide x 6 ¼” 

  

Pendulum tie-down: a 2 
3
/4  — 3 inch brass plate used to hold down the pendulum rod during transport.  

It screws into the separator plate.  The replacement tie-down has a screw thread number 5-40. 
  

The Movement: 
 Movement Plate Dimensions:  4 ¼” x 3” x 

3
/32” thick 

 Plates are secured by four tapered steel pins 

 Suspension Bridge mounted on the front plate & held by two screws; 

 4-wheel train between the plates; solid pallet recoil anchor;   

 Motion works mounted on the center arbor at the front plate including a minute wheel mounted on a stud.  
The minute wheel is mounted on the left side of the movement plate; the screw head holding the minute 
wheel is inside the movement and is extremely close to the third wheel teeth. 

 The top left movement pillar secures the gut.   There is a hole in the pillar to pass the gut. 

 Gut:  0.52” dia.; 43 inches long;   

 Train Calculation:     (T) = teeth; (p) = pinion 
o Escape wheel 30T (9p); 3

rd
 wheel 78T (9p); center wheel 88T   

o Beats per hour: 5084     

 Current pivot diameters (2017)  (NB. "f" is the pivot in the front plate and "b" is the pivot in the back plate) 
o Great Wheel:  f: 5.0mm;  b: 3.95mm;  
o Centre Wheel:  f: 4.58mm; b: 1.60mm;  



KOSMIC CLOCK DATA SHEET  
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 Current pivot diameters (2017)  Continued 
o Third Wheel:    f: 1.06mm; b: 1.01mm; 
o Escape wheel: f: 1.09mm; b: 1.12mm;  
o Pallets:  f: 1.10mm; b: 1.15mm;   

 
Suspension Unit: 

 Suspension bracket is slotted to hold the suspension block in place; 

 Pendulum: wood stick, painted black; total length 22 
3
/4” to end of threaded rod. 

 Bob:  2 ½” diameter with damascened surface 

 Suspension spring: .0035” thick; 1” between pins; 
  
” wide. 

  
Weight: 12 lbs.    Dimensions:   6 

3
/8” wide x 4 ½” high x 1 

5
/16” thick; cast iron; 

  
Pulley:  1 ¼” diameter;   
  
Winding crank: No. 5 key   
  

Patent Mechanism 
 A sub-plate (Figure B) with 11-inch diameter circular frame extending around the bezel behind the dial. 

 The sub-plate & frame are made of brass. 

 A brass disk in the center with bearing holes that radiate around the center. 

 Tension springs are riveted to sub-plate 

 Frame and parts:  weight 2 lbs. 
  
 
Actuator Collar (Figure A) 

 Length of collar: 16.23mm (0.6395”); length of large end: 6.75mm 
(0.2666”) length of small end: 9.48mm (0.3735”)  

 Diameter of large end:  1450mm (0.5710”); diameter of small end:  
9.45mm (0.3720”) 

 Bore: 7.82mm (0.3080”) 
  
Actuating Pin:  

 length:  
13

/16” 0.8125” (20.64mm)    

 diameter:   .0805” (2.05mm)  
 
 
 

Spindles: 

 The spindle rods are made of 
steel.  

 Threaded bearings at the outer 
end of the circular frame receive 
the spindle rods and allow for 
measured end play adjustment.  
The numeral blocks are at this 
end.  

 The spindle rods at the inner 
end are captured by bearing 
holes in a brass disc that is 
screwed to the sub-plate. 

 The inner bearing holes are of 
brass while the outer bearing 
holes are steel.   (see Figure B) 

  
                                                                                            
 

Collar 
Small 
End 

Fig. A:  Actuator 
Collar & Pin 

Collar 
Large 
End 

Pin 

Sub Plate & circular 
Frame 

Fig. B: Patent Mechanism 

Spindle Rod 

Threaded Bearing 

Spindle Rod Inner 
end & Brass Disk 
with bearing holes 


